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i n t e n t i o n a l  i n n o vat i o n

We believe that for innovation to be intentional, we need to grow our 
innovation expertise in five fundamental areas or success factors.  We 
call it our intentional innovation Framework: People, Places, Projects, 
Processes, and Partners.

people means empowering our workforce to share innovative ideas and 
know how to innovate to accomplish key goals and objectives.

places is about creating the right kind of spaces and providing the right 
technology that enable teams to do their best work. innovative places 
should inspire people and encourage them to be creative and think 
outside their daily box.

projects is about focusing resources on the highest 
priority, most strategic work and actively managing 
that work in an efficient, systematic manner.

processes is our toolkit category. We use 
a range of teachable, understandable 
innovation processes and tools for a 
systematic approach to innovation. 
We measure short- and long-term 
results of our innovation processes 
with meaningful metrics.

partners is our secret sauce factor. 
our partners include catalysts 
like Cummins and Centers for 
medicare and medicaid services 
that help drive our innovation 

project priorities; pace-setters like iDeo, advisory board, and iuCa+D 
that inspire and teach us how to innovate effectively; and funders like 
Columbus Regional Health Foundation that help us bridge the financial 
gap that innovation straddles.

on the following pages we are proud to highlight Columbus Regional 
Health’s progress in establishing innovation as an intentional process 
and firm foundation for the future of healthcare in our region.
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a  m e s s a g e  F R o m  t H e  C e o

at Columbus Regional Health, we define innovation as the process of 
creating, adapting, and testing ideas to deliver smarter healthcare. 
since opening in 2011, the Columbus Regional Health 
innovation Center has implemented significant 
innovation projects to improve the way we deliver 
healthcare. in its first two years, the Center took on 
more than 59 projects. 

From the beginning, our focus has been on providing 
a better experience for patients and families and 
improving the health of our community. 

in light of the ever-changing healthcare environment, 
innovation is more critical than ever. We believe our 
work in the innovation Center has the potential to 
elevate both the quality of care and the level of service 
offered at Columbus Regional Health, while lowering 
overall costs. We are working diligently to find new 
and innovative ways to bring care and services to 
the people in our community. this is how we define 
intentional innovation.

to accomplish this goal, we created and follow our 
intentional innovation Framework: People, Places, 
Projects, Processes, and Partners.  innovation is one 
of our eight core values and is embedded in our vision.  
it is part of our daily work processes.

this report highlights our innovation journey and 
our major accomplishments to date as we work 
towards making the delivery of healthcare more compassionate, less 
complicated, more affordable, more predictable, and always state-of-
the-art.

 Jim bickel
 President and Ceo

Columbus Regional Health

i n t e n t i o n a l  i n n o vat i o n

project priorities; pace-setters like iDeo, advisory board, and iuCa+D 
that inspire and teach us how to innovate effectively; and funders like 
Columbus Regional Health Foundation that help us bridge the financial 
gap that innovation straddles.

on the following pages we are proud to highlight Columbus Regional 
Health’s progress in establishing innovation as an intentional process 
and firm foundation for the future of healthcare in our region.

C o n t e n t s

million
positive financial  impact of innovation projects in 2012 / 2013

$4.9
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2 0 1 3  i n n o vat i o n  s C o R e C a R D

We measure our performance annually with an innovation scorecard. 
measures include both annual short-term project measures as well 

as long-term health system performance measures on cost, quality, 
satisfaction, and market differentiation, which we will track over time.
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people
Designated Design thinking facilitators 0 2 2

trained lean sigma greenbelts 0 12 15

employee ideas submitted via workforce innovation program 86 79 83

places
think tank usage 22.3% 95% 95%

occurrences of simulation usage or simulation events 78 99 96

simulation learning experiences 700 1,040 1,163

projects

Positive financial impact from innovation projects $2.8 mm $3.2 mm $1.7 mm

2013 Project: energy annual Cost savings $75 K

2013 Project: Diabetes Clinical improvement 30%  
RisK ReDuCtion

Percentage of projects achieving greater than 25% improvement in quality, cost, or satisfaction measures 73% 75% 75%

total number of belt-facilitated projects 44 15 25

processes Hybrid Design thinking / lean sigma projects 0 15 5

total number of Design thinking Workshops 1 0 2

partners
meaningful partner organizations: Commitment of either Ftes, dollars, or through contractual relationships 8 12 13

money raised for innovation by CRH Foundation $536 K $323 K $502 K

Cumulative donors funding innovation since 2005 323
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inpatient 30-day readmission rate 8% 7.1% 7.3%

Percentile ranking on cost / adjusted discharge for similar size hospitals 50tH 56tH not yet available

year-end percentile for inpatient satisfaction 31st 47tH 71st
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total mentions/articles in national media (for innovation, simulation lab, or innovation center projects) 4 2 1

Rank as most preferred hospital in consumer survey 1 1 1

Rank as “most innovative” hospital in consumer survey 1 1 1

visits to innovation Center website 2,371 2,579 2,244
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D i a b e t e s  H e a lt H  C o a C H i n g  D e m o n s t R at i o n  P R oJ e C t

PRoJeCt summaRy adults in bartholomew County suffer from diabetes 
at a higher rate than both the state and national averages. the burden is 
greatest for adults over 65: 1 out of 4 has diabetes. to help people with 
diabetes better manage their condition and avoid further complications, 
CRH and six primary care offices formed a two-year Diabetes Health 
Coaching Demonstration Project to support almost 1,000 patients. the 
project is based on a proven patient-centered coaching model tested 
over six years at volunteers in medicine that has resulted in benchmark 
health improvements for diabetes patients.

ouR aPPRoaCH Health coaches are non-professional healthcare 
providers who are trained to help patients adopt healthier habits that 
focus on seven behaviors: eating healthy, being active, taking medication, 
monitoring, problem solving, reducing risk, and healthy coping. With 

oversight from a physician champion and certified diabetes educators, 
coaches work with patients to develop a personalized care plan and 
offer them ongoing education, encouragement, and support. they are 
also an integral part of the Patient-Centered medical neighborhood 
initiative in eight primary care offices (see page 6).

Role oF CRHF Funding from CRH Foundation supports the costs of 
four health coaches who meet with patients across the six practices. 
the program is provided at no cost for patients, who otherwise would 
not have access to health coaches through health insurance. 

Results since the launch of the project, patients have seen significant 
improvements in key diabetes health measures with an average drop 
of 13.3% in a1C levels. the a1C is a two-to-three-month average of a 
person’s blood sugar levels, and studies show that for every percentage 

point decrease in a1C levels, patients will 
experience a 30% relative risk reduction. not 
only are patients healthier, but both patients and 
providers are more satisfied with the coaching 
program. “[the health coaching model is] such 
an improvement from the traditional way in 
my opinion,” said Dr. William lustig, a family 
practice physician participating in the project.
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Pat i e n t- C e n t e R e D  m e D i C a l  n e i g H b o R H o o D  P R oJ e C t

* transformeD is a subsidiary of the american academy of Family Physicians and has supported more than 700 primary practices throughout the u.s. transition to the PCmH model.
* Phytel provides population health improvement software so physicians can coordinate and better manage patient care.
* vHa is a nationwide network of community-owned healthcare systems and physicians.

C o n n e C t i o n  s t R at e g y  P R oJ e C t

PRoJeCt summaRy navigating the healthcare system can be 
complicated and confusing for patients and challenging for healthcare 
providers to coordinate care. through a strategic planning process, 
CRH prioritized the need to help patients and their families better 
navigate the various parts of their health system. What if there were 
a “place,” virtual or real, where a community of people could connect 
to a health system and no matter what their circumstances (well or ill, 
young or aged, of means or not), they would find the answers they want 
and need? think of an apple genius bar for health.

ouR aPPRoaCH Facilitated by our innovation consulting partner 
and internationally renowned design thinking firm iDeo, and with 
participation from leadership across all areas of the health system, the 
team will endeavor to make our health system function better for our 
community.

WHat’s uniQue the project, funded by CRH 
Foundation, is one that very few regional health 
systems can tackle.  “Columbus is unique in that 
the closeness of its community, the coordination 
between the stakeholders, and the stability 
of its population allow for investments in the 
community’s health that might not be viable in 
other situations,” said stacey Chang, director of 
iDeo’s Healthcare Practice.

our unique approach of using Design thinking 
tools to unlock and experiment with the best 
patient-centered ideas has the potential 
to transform our community’s healthcare 
experience and to make the process of navigating 
our healthcare system more efficient and 
connected. 
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CRH nationally seleCteD in 2012, Columbus Regional Health was 
selected by the Cms innovation Center in Washington, DC to participate in a 
nationwide, 15-hospital initiative to transform the patient experience. CRH 
was the only indiana hospital selected for the initiative, and we were chosen 
for our readiness and proven ability to quickly innovate care delivery. led 
by innovation project partners *transformeD, Phytel, and vHa, and funded 
by a three-year, $20.75 million Cms grant, the Patient-Centered medical 
neighborhood Project advances the concept of the Patient-Centered 
medical Home (PCmH) and links these primary care “homes” to each other 
and to specialty practices to become a network of “neighborhoods.” 

baCKgRounD anD intent a Patient-Centered medical neighborhood 
(PCmn) connects providers in eight primary care offices with all 
other healthcare providers that comprise a patient’s care team for a 
more coordinated experience (this team includes Columbus Regional 
Hospital, specialty practices, and community health services). this care 
team—centered on the patient—works together with a shared goal of 
improving the individual’s care.

WHat’s uniQue since the start of the project, the eight participating 
practices have significantly transformed care delivery processes to be 
more patient-centered. improvements in PCmn initiatives have resulted 
in primary care physicians being able to:

•	 book more same-day appointments
•	 provide electronic clinical summaries at each visit and offer 

patient portal access in 2014 
•	 coordinate care delivery across all healthcare settings
•	 collaborate with CRH to help reduce readmissions after an eR 

or inpatient visit
•	 improve patient self-management support and education

Phytel software enables this network of care providers to more proactively 
manage their patients, resulting in better health outcomes for patients at 

the most efficient cost. Physicians have better tools to measure quality of 
care; eliminate gaps in care and address those through immediate follow-up 
care; and benchmark and trend information by provider/practice to better 
track preventative and disease measures. additionally, the four health 
coaches participating in the diabetes health coaching project support the 
PCmn practices. the clinical improvements of coached patients (average 
drop of 13.3% in a1C levels) are a key part of the PCmn success.

eXPeCteD outComes Research shows that these patient care 
neighborhoods will lead to better care, lower costs, and will improve the 
patient-provider experience. CRH’s national recognition as a leader in 
health system innovation will result in a local population that’s healthier 
and a health system that collaborates more effectively. 
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the most efficient cost. Physicians have better tools to measure quality of 
care; eliminate gaps in care and address those through immediate follow-up 
care; and benchmark and trend information by provider/practice to better 
track preventative and disease measures. additionally, the four health 
coaches participating in the diabetes health coaching project support the 
PCmn practices. the clinical improvements of coached patients (average 
drop of 13.3% in a1C levels) are a key part of the PCmn success.

eXPeCteD outComes Research shows that these patient care 
neighborhoods will lead to better care, lower costs, and will improve the 
patient-provider experience. CRH’s national recognition as a leader in 
health system innovation will result in a local population that’s healthier 
and a health system that collaborates more effectively. 

“ what we develop here can serve 
as a model for other communities 
and their healthcare systems.”

stacey chang  
director of ideo’s healthcare practice
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C a n C e R  R e H a b i l i tat i o n  P R o g R a m

PRoJeCt summaRy the side effects of cancer treatments can include 
fatigue, muscle pain, limb swelling, weakness, balance problems, 
depression, and difficulty with concentration—all which can affect 
quality of life. in 2013, Columbus Regional Health adopted and improved 
upon the nationally renowned survivorship training and Rehabilitation 
(staR) program to decrease symptoms and improve quality of life for 
cancer survivors. 

ouR aPPRoaCH CRH expanded 
the cancer rehabilitation program  
to include wellness, distinguishing 
us from other health systems.  
We also teamed with lean 
sigma to standardize the referral  
process to dietitians, wellness 
instructors, neuropsychologists, 
and physical, occupational, and 
speech therapists. any person 
who has been diagnosed with 
cancer can be referred to the CRH 
program—before, during, and 
after their treatment. While many 
programs across the country have 
been challenged to identify patients for referral to cancer rehabilitation 
services, the CRH Cancer Center team developed a screening tool to help 
identify patients who could benefit from the program. 

CRH Foundation funded the initial training of 25 clinicians to receive staR 
certification. this wide range of commitment from care providers and our 
comprehensive approach to improving patient wellness has resulted in 
national recognition for the CRH Cancer Rehabilitation program.

2 0 1 3  b e R m a n  P R oJ e C t

baCKgRounD anD intent in 2005, Fred and Karen Reams gave 
$400,000 to Columbus Regional Hospital to establish the l. Paul 
berman memorial Fund for Patient Care excellence. the Reams gift 
was offered as a matching gift challenge to the community and an 
additional $500,000 was donated to the endowed fund. in addition to 
honoring their friend and former CRH trustee Paul berman, mr. and 
mrs. Reams intended for their gift to encourage innovations that enable 
CRH to rapidly adopt the latest and best clinical practices and to support 
CRH innovations to eliminate unnecessary costs in healthcare delivery. 
the berman Fund was a catalyst to the development of the innovation 
Center and each year underwrites a critical innovation project at CRH.

2013 PRoJeCt the 2013 berman Project funded best practice research 
visits for our Connection strategy project. these are the organizations 
that CRH leaders visited and learned from:

iDeo

mayo Clinic, Rochester, mn

Palo alto medical  
Foundation Clinics

David Druker Center for  
Health systems innovation

apple flagship store

emblemHealth  
neighborhood Care

California HealthCare Foundation 

one medical group

these benchmarking trips will help guide us in our own innovation 
journey as we apply the ideas and contacts we gleaned from the visits 
to advance the work of the Connection strategy Project team and the 
continued development of our innovation Center.

“the cancer rehabilitation program team at columbus regional 
health has taken advantage of every opportunity to improve 
patient care, and already we are seeing impressive outcomes.” 

dr. julie silver 
associate professor at harvard medical school 

co-founder of oncology rehab partners 
and developer of star
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l e o n a R D  F e l lo W s H i P  W i n n e R

WHat it is the leonard Fellowship was established in 2007 by the 
hospital trustees and the CRH Foundation board following Doug 
leonard’s retirement in 2007 as Ceo of Columbus Regional Hospital. the 
leonard Fellowship was created to honor Doug’s passion for innovation 
in the care of patients, to recognize his legacy as the inspiration for 
the innovation Center, and to encourage and recognize accomplished 
innovators at Columbus Regional Health.

HoW it WoRKs the leonard Fellowship is awarded every two years to 
an accomplished innovator at CRH whose work has demonstrated major 
impact on CRH patient care, has the potential for continued impact during 
the fellowship period, and has the potential to be recognized nationally. the 
$10,000 Fellowship supports innovation work during the fellowship period.

Fellows can be nominated by any CRH employee or medical staff member. 
to win the innovation Fellowship, recipients must be held in high regard 

across the hospital, must be nationally recognized for innovation work, 
and have demonstrated major impact on CRH patient care.

2013–2014 leonaRD FelloW: 
David lenart, Director of Facilities and materials management 

among his many accomplishments, Dave has participated in numerous 
cutting-edge vendor participation efforts including nurse Call system, 
building automation system, and most recently the 2012 Power Partner 
award from Duke energy. all these efforts received national and/or 
international recognition. 

Dave presents regularly at local, state, and national conferences and 
professional venues on patient satisfaction, employee engagement, 
improving patient and staff workflows, benchmarking supply costs, 
facilities excellence, and disaster response and recovery.

Dave led the physical recovery of Columbus 
Regional Hospital in 2008 from a historical 
flood that shuttered CRH, restoring all hospital 
services, infrastructure, and operations to 
functionality within five months.

Results Part of his work during the rebuilding 
process was to look at ways the hospital could 
innovate to become a leader in sustainability 
and energy efficiency. the energy savings in 
turn would be used to improve patient care. the 
results of these efforts led to an approximate 
annual savings in energy costs of $75,000.

2007–09: jennifer dunscomb, rn, cns

2009–11: caroline sims, rn, bsn, msn, phd

2013–14:  david lenart, pe, mba

l e o n a R D  F e l lo W s
$75K

energy annual  

cost savings from 

dave’s project
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baCKgRounD anD intent WellConnect is the latest innovation 
from Columbus Regional Health to offer a better health and wellness 
experience. our new WellConnect location in downtown Columbus, at the 
intersection of third and Washington streets, opened December 2013.

the introduction of WellConnect is an extension of our vision to be 
available to our community for more than acute, inpatient care. at 
Columbus Regional Health, our goal is to be our community’s best 
resource for the very best healthcare and service, offering trusted 
one-on-one connections, easy and convenient services, and healthcare 
guidance.

WHat it is WellConnect is a dynamic new take on health and wellness. 
it brings our nationally recognized, patient-centered approach to health 
and medicine closer to where community members live, work, and play. 
WellConnect offers several services within one convenient location:

our Care Center provides a range of services for minor illness care.

our Wellness Classes offer ways to support a healthy lifestyle and 
reduce stress, from classes such as yoga and pilates to cooking 
demonstrations and health education sessions. 

our Connection specialists play a new role for Columbus Regional 
Health. Healthcare today can be frustrating and complex. We understand 
when people are unsure about where to turn for health information. 
our Connection specialists are here to answer questions. they will help 
people navigate the health system by connecting them with the most 
helpful and relevant resources and services.

a uniQue Role in addition, WellConnect serves as a real-time 
innovation lab, as we actively seek your input to meet the needs of our 
community. you may see a changing roster of services offered as we 
evolve with your help to align with your needs. WellConnect is more 
than just a healthcare facility. We like to think of it as sort of a health 
oasis. a place that you’d actually like to visit, and a place that you’d like 
to return to over and over again.

WellConnect is about helping you feel better—even when you’re well.

10 crh.org/innovation

voiCe-oF-CustomeR 
inteRvieWs

175
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i n n o vat i o n s  i n  P R o g R e s s — We l l C o n n e c t
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i n n o vat i o n  D o n o R  l i s t

Following is a list of donors who have made designated gifts ($500 and above) to innovation Funds or the innovation Center at Columbus Regional Health since 2005.

founders ($400,000.00 + )

eco15/Heritage Fund/ 
lilly endowment

Phytel, inc.
Reams Foundation inc.

visionaries ($100,000.00 + )

bob and elizabeth Crider
Dick and Ruth Johnson

benefactors ($40,000.00 + )

american Hospital association
Ray and mary boll
Clarence e. and inez R. Custer 

Foundation
Doug and Candy leonard
elizabeth R. and Walter C. nugent 

Foundation
bob and mary orben
stryker endoscopy
gregg and Judy summerville

leaders ($30,000.00 + )

l. Paul and Karen berman
garnett and martha Keith

sponsors ($20,000.00 + )

aaDe education & Research 
Foundation

Rob and lucy berman
indiana Healthcare Reciprocal Risk 

Retention group
Johnson Charitable Foundation
lynne maguire and Will miller
bob and barbara stevens
the Kroot Corporation

friends ($15,000.00 + )

marion and Kay Dietrich
Joe and Debbie loughrey

associates ($10,000.00 + )

Julie and stephen abedian
terry and Constance marbach
David and tessa milroy
John and susan nash

contributors ($5,000.00 + )

Rex and Kathy breeden
george and marguerite 

brueggemann
John and louise Dorenbusch
Jim and Jennifer Dunscomb
l.K. and marge evans
marsha Hunt
ed and Pat Probst
marlene and Jim Weatherwax

supporters ($2,500.00 + )

Jim and Joan bickel
brian and Cindy boll
William and sarah Carter
David Crites and Joan tupin-Crites
Jan and Wayne gulden
Don and Dody Harvey
ed and Helen Hintz
swadesh and sarla Kalsi
Don and Diane michael
John and lois Revell
tom and Christine vujovich
Walter s. Johnson Foundation

patrons ($1,000.00 + )

todd and Julie bergman

Dan and Diana boyer
Jeff and lynn brown
Kurt and Rebecca ellis
Dan and tami Fischer
global Healthcare exchange
ann Hackett
tom and Cherona Hajewski
Jim and toots Henderson
tom and sandi Hinshaw
laurie and gay Hoagland
owen and annette Hungerford
laura Hurt
aaron and annette Jobe
Jenny Johnson
Kenny glass, inc.
steve and Helen Kinsey
Rick and brenda merkel
Casey and laurie Reed
Charlie and suzie Rentschler
mike and Phyllis Ryan
Hank and nancy schacht
Jim and veronica shipp
scott and Caroline sims
tom and therese sonderman
bob and barbara stewart
tim and Cindy tarnowski
steve and marcia thomas
Donald and shirley trapp
mark and Kathy Wallace

investors ($500.00 + )

bartholomew-brown County 
medical society

bryan and ellen brunner

bill and loretta burd
Debbie bush
evelyn Catt
Dena Dudley
John Dunlap and Rose ann Day
maureen Dunlap
norm and lori eavey
virginia ebert
greg ehlinger and tracy lehfeldt
melinda engelking
mary Frasier
John and Cheri goll
tom and barb Henning
Jim and Pat Keller
David and barbara Kirr
n.l. lacy
Dave and Karen lenart
larry and linda lewis
Rodney and Denise lucas
irida miller
margaret miller
Donald munger
martha myers
Carolyn o’neal
orville and adrienne savage
mitchell and mary sitterding
brad and Cindy spann
Dan and nancy spartz
sharon spencer
Joe and vivian turco
gary and Carol Walters
michael and marcy Zunk

$2.9
raised for innovation since 2005

million
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